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Physics. "01i the shape oj the thl'ee-phase-line solicl-liquicl-vapour 
fol' a bina1'y mitlJtzwe." By Dl'. PIT. KOHNSTAMM. (Communicated 
by Prof. J. D. VAN DER WAALS.) 

All'eady for a considerable time I have been engaged in al'ranging 
Prof. VAN DER VV AALS' thermodynamic lectures, and having arl'ived 
at the discussion of the three phase line solid-liquid-vapour, and the 
metastable and unstable equilibl'ia solid-fluid which are in connection 
with it, I have fOl'med on some points a different opinion from that laid 
down in the literatme known to me on this sub.iect.~It does not 
seem unprofitable to me to shortly di&cuss the points of deviatioll in 
this, and the following rommlmirl1,tion. 

The first concerns tbe shape of the thl'ee phase line solid-liqnid
vapour wben the solid substance is one of the components, viz. tbe 
least volatile one. We find given for this that th is line must always 
possess a pressure maximum 1), and that it muc;t also possess a 
tempm'ature maximum 2) when the solid substance, - as is usual, 
- melts with expansion of volume. The latter remark is thc 
generalisation of a supposition, advanced by VAN DER WAALS 3) with 
respect to the line for ether and anthrH,quinone. These consider
ations, ho wever, hold only for definite assumptions on the extent 
of the difference of volatility of the two components. This appears 
immediately from the differential equation of the thl'ee phase line 
given by VAN DER WAALS 4) : 

dp 
dl' ,'Cv 

VIJ-VS - -(VI-V,) 
mi 

(1) 

in which 11, :IJ and V denote resp. entropy, concentration and volume 
of the coexisting pbases, the mdex v, 1 and s denoting that resp. 
the vapour. liquid and solid phase IS meant. a.'s does not occm, 
because we assume, that the soHd pbase IS the fh'st component itself 
so ilJ, = O. The pressure maX1ll1lUll wiU now OCCUl' in the line wh en 
the nnmerator, the temperature maximum when the denominatol' can 
become -zero. Now 11 v-1), > 1;/-11. anel vv-vs > Vi-Vs ; the two 
cases are t11erefo1'e only possible when tv!> >[1)1, i.e. when the vapour 
is richel' in the component which does not form the solid ph ase, 

, 

1) BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOM. Die hetel'ogenen Gleichgewichte H. p. 331. 
~) SAIITS. These Proc. VIII, p. 196; Zeilsch. phys. Oh. LlV, p. 498. 
3) These Proc. VI, p .. 243. 
.1) Verslag Kon. Akademie V, p. 490. - --.!,.J 
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(for in the eqnation is put ,'IJs = 0) than the liquid. Or in other 
words, as we said above, the points sought eau only present them
selves in the three phase line with the least volatile component as 
solid substanee 1

). However, whether those points 'Will oeeur, depends 

on the value which lim (lVV) will get. If this value may be put 
lVI x=o 

- infinite, we get for tIJ = 0 : 

dp 
dl' V[-V8 

so equal ~to the slope of the melting-point curve. 80 we must have 
both pressure and tempel'ature maximum, at least when the solid 
substance expands on melting. This was the purport of the above 
cited rem ark of VAN DER WAALS about ether and anthraquinone; if 

however (/Vv) may not be put infinite, this conclusion is no longer 
/VI :1'=0 

valid; it then depends on the value which: 

assumes for x = 0 whether there exists a temperature maximum 

Ol' not; if the difference in volatility, so lVv, should not_ be so large, 
lV I 

that this expres sion becomes negative at the limit, the maximum 
does not occur, ev~n when V8 > VI . 

The question whether snch a maximum wil! oceur in many sysiems, 
canrlot be answered with certainty for the present. Fol' tbis many 
data would be required, which we have not at our disposal as yet ; 
it is, howevel', possible to show the pl'obability th at only in very 
extreme cases the volability of the eomponents wil! be so diversified, 
th at a tempel'atm'e maximum is to be expected. For this maximum 
to be just present, viz. in the triple point of the solid component, it 
is evidently required that : 

/Vu VI-Vs 
---=1. 
/VI VV-Vb 

N ow the first datum we should want, would be the variation of 
volume dUl'ing melting. It seems, howevel', tha.t only a few data have 
been collected for Ihis; I have found some in WINKELl\fANN'S "Hand-

1) If has of course been tacitly assumed here, th at there is no maximum vapour 
pressure ; in that case the points in question could be found in bath three ph ase 

li.nes, 
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buch" 1), and in BAKHUIS ROOZEBOO]\[ 2); LANDor.T 
tables do not give anything on th is subject. The mlues indicated at 
the places mentioned confirm that tlle percentage o(these expansions 
is not very considerable, which was a priori to be expected ;)hey amount 
for tbe bighest cases to litlle more than 10% and for most substances 
they are considerably lowel'. 80 if we take 10°1

0 
as basis, we 

shall find for by far tbe ma:jority of the cases a too great, so for 
our proof a too unfavourable value. If we intl'oduce this value, we 
get as condition (nf'glecting VI by the side of vu): 

{lJv VI = 10. 
{IJl Vv 

80 we must now try and get a rough estimation of the relation 
between liquid and Vt"tpour volume in the triple point. If at the 
triple point the vapour tension was of the order of an atmosphere, 
this ratio would be abont of the order of magnitude 1000. Now, 
however, thc vapour ten sion is always very considel'ably lower; 
almost for every sub stance the melting point lies vel'y considerably 
below the· boiling point. If we now assume that the triple point 
lies at about 1/2 Tk, we find the order of the vapour tension from 
tho weIl kpown formula: 

- Z. nat - = f - - 1 • pc (Tk ) 
Pk T 

With f= 7 and T= 1/2 Tk this gives logPC = - 7 Ol' Pc=~. 
pk 1000 

If we put Pk at 100 atms. 3
), lJc becomes of the ordel' of 0.1 atm. 

80 we may sa.fely say that in general VI/V v will be smaller than 
O.OOOj. Fol' a 1emperatm'e maximum H is, therefore, ne('ess~l'y, ihat 
at least: 

m~ t mp - = 105 or Z. nat - = 11.5. 
Xl mi 

Now according to a formula which has been repeatedly derived 
by VAN DER WAALS 4), for low tempel'atures (a coudition which in 
this case is certainly fulfillf'd) the equation : 

log. ~ I-lVv = (L _ 1) dTk + ~ db 
I-mi mo m ,T,c die bda" 

1) II p. 012 2nd p. 775. 
~) 1. c. I p. 89. 
3) In the tahle of LANDOLT and BÖRNSTCIN only two substances occur, aml110niac 

aud walel' which have a higher Pit; lhe l11ajority by fal' is cOllsiclerably lowel', 
pal'liculal'ly thal of the little volulile subslullces which we have in view. 

4) See e.g. These Proc. VII, p. 159. ' 
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1-mv 
holds, or for the limit, wh ere -1-- = 1. 

-.'Vl 

log. =- =::: (L _ 1) dT'e + ~ db 
mv m T,c dm b d,v 

(2) 

Tt is clear that everything will depend on the first term here, 
because the second would not amoun1 to more than -1 in the 
utmost case, i.e. when the b of the other component would be zero. 
Moreover it might even be possible that 1he secolld term was positive, 
it \vould hence decl'ease the value of the second mem bel'. 

The greatest difticulty for OUI' calculation lies now in our igno
rance of with the val'iability of Tic with x, or m,Ol'ç strictly in 
this that for this variability not one fixed rule is to be glven, because 
in every special case it will depend on the special properties of the 
mixtul'e in qnestion, viz. on the quantity al~' a quantity which does 
not admit of being expressed I) in the charactel'istic quantities of the 
components, at least fol' the present. It is, therefore, certainly not 
permissible to tI'y and derive results for all kinds of systems. But 
it is only OUl' purpose to detel'mine the course of Tk fOI' those cases, 
in which the romponellts differ exceeding]y much in volatility, and 
for those cases it is perhaps not too inaccurate a supposition to assume 
fol' the present that the line which l'epresents Tk as function of te, 
does not deviate too much from a straight one.~) On this supposi-

Tk2-Tkl • 1 dT,c f 
tion th~n we may wl'ite l' fo!' -T -d . As now - = 14, as 

kl 1c m m 

Tk2 - T kl we already supposed, ---- must not descend r.onsiderably below 
Tkl 

1) The equation of GALITZmFJ-BERTHELOT a~2 = al aJ> which I rejected as general 
rule al ready on a former occasion on accoullt of the properties of the mixture 
ether-choroform (These Proc. IV, p. 159), ~fln certainly not be accepted as such. 
Not only is it easy la mentian other examples which are incompatible with this 
rule (see e.g. QUINT, Thesis fol' the doctorate p. 44; GERRlTS, Thesis fol' the 
doctorate, p. 68); but besides, - and perhaps lhis must be considered as a still more 
sel'Îons objection - by assuming th is equation we wilfully break up the unity of 
the isopiestic figure CV. D. WAALS, Proc. ofthis meeting p. 627) by prollouncing its 
mic1dle region on lhe left of the asymptote to be impossible, whereas the left and right 
regions are considered as rea!. For if a12 = Valag itis never possible that daldx = 0 
for whatever system; and this takes exactly place in the middle region. 1 had 
overlooked this in lhe vaper mentiOtled; Prof. VAN DER WAALS has since 
drawn my attention to it. The al ready mentioned system of QUINT gives an 

example of the occurrence of this case dd
a 

= 0; a12 is there smaller than even the 
,m 

smallest of the two a's. 
2) Cf. VAN DER WAALS, These Proc. VlIJ, p. 272. 
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aJv 
0.9, that log. - may not become smaller jhan ihe requil'ecl valne 

aJl 

11.5, or in other words, fol' the maximum in temperature to be 
reached, the critical temperatme of one component must be about 
ten times as high as that of the other. A system, in which hyelrogell 
occurs, will most likely shmv the tempel'n.tul'e maximum when the 
other component has its critical point above 0° 0., but all'en.dy when 
the more volatile component is nitrogeJi. or oxygen, we shall be more 
l'estricteel in the choice of the other component. For th en the latter 
must bn.ve its criticn.l point at about 1000:' O. resp. 1250° O. If 
ether were the more volatile component, this temperëttnre would 
almost amount to 45000 O. 

This conclusion is bal'elly affected when wc put the tempemture 
of the melting point not at 1/2, but at 1/3 of the critical temperature, 
as it l'eal1y is for a number of substances whose criticn.l temperature 
anel melting temperature are known. It is true th at this con si-

elerably increases the second membel' of equation (2), anel so lVv, but 
lVI 

in the same ratio ~ increases too, so that the qnotient l'emains about 
VI 

unchanged. This is most easily seen when the condition on which a 
tempel'ature maximum occurs, is written: 

lVI Vv llJl - - < 0.1 or log. - + log. Vv - log. VI < log. 0.1. 
lVv VI/lVv 

Now fol' log. lVI we may infl~oduce the value fi'om t11e eqnation 1): 
lVv 

[VI 1- {vv (1 dl'k 1 dPk) log.----= -;:-;---- , 
I-lVI iVv '1 dtlJ Plo dtv 

and write for log. vv : 

MRT (1'1.: ) log. Vv = log. p;- = log. MRT + 1 T - 1 - log. Plc , 

so that the condition becomes: 

m ~ dTk \ 1 dPk -; 1 + -- - - -d -log'Pk -log. Vl- 1 + log. J.vIRT < log. 0.1. 
j T'vdx Fk a: 

So an incl'ease of 'T will only affect the first term anel the term 
log. MR'T, anel the logarithmic change of the latter will certainly 
a,mount to less tlmn the cha,nge of the former. This now increases 
when 'T becomes smaller, hence w hen at 'T = 1/2 T,. the inequn.lity 

1) These Proc. VIl, p. 559. 
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is not satisfied, this will cerü1Înly not be the case for T = l/S Tt,. -
Still, it would be too hazardous to assert that it has now been 

incontestably proved that e.g. fol' the system ethel'-anthraquinone no 
temperature maximum aan OCCUl:' For we have had to make usé 
of the supposition that Tk depends linearly on al, and though this 
supposition may possess some degree of prohability for critical tem
peratures that differ mllch, it is just with sllbstances which - as 
ether and anthl'aquiuolle-lie closer together, that there is some grotmd 
for expecting a deviation fl'om the straight 1ine. On1y very few ex
perimental data, are at our disposal. As sneh may e. g. be used 
the cleterminations on the increase of the plaitpoint temperature by 
addition of little volatile substanees, made by SlIIlTS, OENTNERSZWER 
and BÜCHN1<lR. For by means of the formula given by VAN DER WAALS 1) 

dT dTlc 49 I dTlc 1 dPk 12 

TdtlJ o = Tlcdm + 45 ! TkdllJ -7 pTcdm \ 
. (3) 

in whieh we need only pay regal'd to the principal terms (those 
dJ' 

with T'r), we may ealeulate the value of __ k from those directly 
TTcd,l) 

measurecl. If we now calculate J>y the aid of the thllS found 
. dTk 

value of ']' d and the supposition of rectilinearity, Tk2 , i. e. the 
Tc m 

value of Tk for the ac1mixec1 substance, we finc1 the data collected in 
the following tabie. (P. 645). 

From this appeal's that the ;}~alues calculated in th is way at least 
fol' some substances, and particiilarly for anthraquinone according to 
the detel'mination by S;l'flTS, are 'not inconsiderabJy Jowel' than double 
the melting point tempemture. It may, therefore, be considered highly 
probable that these lines are convex seen from below, anc1 so the 

dl' 
absolute value of ']' d

k 
will be larger than might be expected ti'om 

Ic IV 

the supposition of rectilinearity. With our imperfect lmowledge of 
the further course of the plaitpoint line, and hence à fortiori of the 
line for Tlc an estimation as to this vviIl, naturally, remain very 
uncertain; but yet it seem::; to me that something about this may 
be ascel'iained in the following w"'y. 'Ve have on the sicle of the 
ether: 

I) These Proc. VII) p. 272 and 296. 
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Secónd Fin,t I Tk cal- Double the r 

Observflr 
I culated 

melting-point 
component component temperature 

Anthraquinone 
I 

Ether I SMl'fS 93'20 11200 

" S02 I OEN'l'NERSZWER 1032 1120 

Resorcin " " 
903 960 

Oamphor " " 
790 900 

Naphthaline " " 770 700 

" 
002 BUCHt-LR 640 700 

Paradichloro benzene 
" " 

670 650 

Paradibromo benzene 
" " 6HO 720 

Bromoform 
" " 

640 560 

Orthochloronitro benz. " " I 760 610 

BUCIINER'S values have been borrowed from his thesis for the doctorate 

I (Amsterdam 1905); those of OENTNERSZWER from a table by VAN LAAR 
I (These Proc. VIII, p. 151); that of SlIIITS has been calculated from his 

determination: plaitpoint at 2030 and x = 0.015, (These Proc. VII, p.179). 

and so when introducing for a the quadratic and for b the linear 
function: 

(4) 

Now it will not be too hazardous an estimation, when - keeping 
in view that the formula fol' ether is C4R 10 0 and for anthraquillone 
C14Hs0 2 -, we put the size of the anthraquinone molecule at about 
two or three times th at of the ether moleçule; so b2 = 2b1 ,à 361 , 

dTk 
If we introduce this value and the value of Tkda:' calculated by the 

aid of equation (3), into equation (4), we obtain a value fol' au. 
Assuming that the value of Tk for anthraquinone is 2X560o=1120°, 
we can - find an a2 from the ratio of the critical tempel'atures ot 
ether and ,anthraquinoue, and the a for ether; and vv"ith these quan-

dTk 
tities we can finally calculate the Tkda: on the anthraquinone side 

from: 
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Stal'tillg' ft'om b2 = 2b1 we fine! in tltis way (dT
fC

) = 0,66; 
TkdtrJ x=l 

with b2 = 2.5: 0.65 ancl with ba = 3 bI: 0.64. The error which we 
committecl in OUt' chuice of U2 , will, therefore, bring about no con
siderable modification in the l'esllIt; it wouldJ indeed, be considerabJy 
modifiecl if the critical point of anthraq ninone should prove to lie 
consiclembly higher than 1120'. This is not in contl'adiction with 
om' former l'emark thn,t it is of little importance w hether the reduced 
tempel'êLrure is 1/2 Ol' 1/3 at tIJe tl'iple point; tor this we started t'l'om 
the sllpposition of (he linear dependence, whereas here we have 
abamloned this supposition, anel calculate lhis e!ependence from the 
experimental data. 80 accorcling ln the course of reasoning fol1owecl 
l1el'e the au is given by the experiment, anel the smaller value of 
rn would 110W resnlt in a highel' value of a, at given bl , b2 anel aU' 
If om estimation may be considered as not too inaccurate, we may 
concJude that the devia!ion from rectilineal'ity does incyease the value of 

(1~T,".), but by no means in the degree which would be required to 
"dm x=l 

reach the critical value 0.9. (The value derived trom the supposition 
of rectilinearity is 0,58). 

Though the fOl'egoing calclllations teach us hardly aIlything 
positive, they fix first of all our attention on the gl'eat elesirability 
of more data concerning the values of the quantities a anel b of very 
little volatile substanres; fol' it appeal's again that the whole behaviollr 
of all the systems in \:>iT~ich sllch sllbstances appeal', is controlled by 
these' quantities,' and it woufê!- exactly be of great importance fol' 
the theory of mixtures, if its results could be tested by such cases 
where the properties of the two components differ strongly. It is true 
that it will not be easy to detel'mine the critical point of such sub
stances in the usual way, but we shoulcl have gainecl already much 
if we could obtain an estimaLion of the critical tempel'ature by 
calculation of the a and b fl'om the deviations fl'om the law of 
BOYLE in rarefied gas state, so still some hundreds of degrees below 
the critical point. 

Allel further I think that aftel' the foregoing I may be allowed to 
draw this conclusion, that the appeal'ance of a tempel;atllre maximum 
in the three phase line, far ii'om being the general case, will be 
confined to mixtlll'es of very exceptional nature .. 

Much more frequently than a temperatlll'e maximum wil! a: pres
sm'e maximum OCCUl'. It appeal'fl _from equation (1) that this will 
always be the case, when the expression : 

\ 
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may become negative. Now it is tl'ue that we cannot pl'operly say 
th at "1,: - 7js is a heat of sublimation and "11 - 11s a latent heat of 
melting, hecause the 11'S do not refer to the same concentration, but 
we may say that 7jv - 'l'js is of the order of magnitude of a heat of 
sublimation, 'l'jl - 'l'js of the order of a latent heat of melting. Or in 
other words "1" - 7js will be about 7 or 8 times 'l'jl - 7js. 80 in all 

cases where (xv) < 7 the pressure maximum in the three phase 
Xl x=O 

line will aIso fail. Here too the necessary data are wanting to 
lVv 

ascertain whether there are many systems for which the - at the 
Xl 

triple poi.nt will deseend to this amount. For, determinations of vapour 
tension or direct determinations of the required ratio have been 
nearly always carried out at considerably higher temperature 1), and 
for the calculation by the aid of the just used formula the necessary 
data fail here too; besides, it would be doubtful whether the 
formula would be accurate enough, now that we have io deal with 
such sm all amounts. But - quite apart from the existence of mix
tures with minimum vapour pressure - the existence of a system 
like ether-chloroform 2) where on the chloroform side Xv becomes 
almost equaI to [IJL, al ready proves, that such systems exist. 

In any case to the scheme for the possible course of the two three 
phase lines in a binary system plotted by BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOllf in 
Fig. -108 of Vol. IJ of his "Heterogene GIeichgewichte", must be 
added types VII and VIII, characterized by a succession of sections, 

1) Particularly when we llotice that the ratio of Xv and Xl would have to he 
calculated from the formula: 

1 dp 

P dxv 

llJv-XI 1 dp Xv-Xl 
or -- =----

xv(l-Ivv) P dXI ,'Vl(l-Xl) 

and the value obtained wiJl, therefore, strongly vary in consequence of a change 
of temperature of some ten degrees, which have gene rally an enormous influence 
per cent on the pressure in the lleighbourhood of the triple point. 

2) KOHNSTAMM and VAN DALFSEN, These Proc. IV, p. 159. BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOM 

(l.c. I p. 41) deems it prohahle that also systems of gases with water and of 
water with l1lany salts wiII show a similar shape. However, for such systems 
whose three phase line for the least volatile substance shows a pressure maximum, 
at least at temperatures that do not lie too far from the triple point, the shape 
of tlle p, x·line will have to dcviale considerably from the linc drawn lhel'e in 
Figs. 15 and Hl, because fl'om tha! shape would follow x" = Xl. 

44 
Proceedings Royal Aca.d. Amsterdam._ Vol. IX. 
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denoted by 1. 7 . 4 . 5 and 1 . 7 . 8 . 5 in ROOZI'lBOOM'S nomenclature 1). 
Type VII (see Fig. 1), is therefore distinguished from lil in this that 

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 

Fig. 3. Fig. 4. 

beetion 3 disa,ppears; our Fig. 3 (laeking with ROOZEBOOlli) takl?S 

its place. Type VIII (see Fig. 2) is distinguished from type V in this 
that instead of section 6 the section indicated in Fig. 4 appears 
between 8 and 5. 

Physics. - "On metastablo anel un.stable equilib1'ia soLidiluid." 
By Dl'. PH. KOHNS'l'AMU. (Colllmllnicated by Prof. J. D. VAN 

DER WAALS.) 

In a pl'eceding communication 2) I discussed a poin~ on which I 
could not agree with the existing literature on the equilibria solid
Huid. A second point which will prove to be aUied to the preceding 
ane, concerns the course of the curves which are to indicate the 

1) Loc. cito p. 392. 
2) Proceeding of HIis meeting, p. 639. 


